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The First World War was the first ‘total war’. Its
industrial weaponry damaged millions of men and drove
whole armies underground into dangerously unhealthy
trenches. Many were killed. Many more suffered terrible,
life-threatening injuries: wound infections such as gas
gangrene and tetanus, exposure to extremes of
temperature, emotional trauma and systemic disease. In
an effort to alleviate this suffering, tens of thousands of
women volunteered to serve as nurses. Of these, some
were experienced professionals, while others had
undergone only minimal training. But regardless of their
preparation, they would all gain a unique understanding
of the conditions of industrial warfare. Until recently their
contributions, both to the saving of lives and to our
understanding of warfare, have remained largely hidden
from view. By combining biographical research with
textual analysis, Nurse writers of the great war opens a
window onto their insights into the nature of nursing and
the impact of warfare.
Kees van Dijk examines how in 1917 the atmosphere of
optimism in the Netherlands Indies changed to one of
unrest and dissatisfaction, and how after World War I the
situation stabilized to resemble pre-war political and
economic circumstances.
A narrative of the First World War examines the brutal
conflict that transformed the face of Europe, paved the
way for the Soviet Union and Hitler, and had long lasting
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repercussions.
At seven o'clock in the morning on February 21, 1916,
the ground in northern France began to shake. For the
next ten hours, twelve hundred German guns showered
shells on a salient in French lines. The massive weight of
explosives collapsed dugouts, obliterated trenches,
severed communication wires, and drove men mad. As
the barrage lifted, German troops moved forward, darting
from shell crater to shell crater. The battle of Verdun had
begun. In Verdun, historian Paul Jankowski provides the
definitive account of the iconic battle of World War I. A
leading expert on the French past, Jankowski combines
the best of traditional military history-its emphasis on
leaders, plans, technology, and the contingency of
combat-with the newer social and cultural approach,
stressing the soldier's experience, the institutional
structures of the military, and the impact of war on
national memory. Unusually, this book draws on deep
research in French and German archives; this mastery of
sources in both languages gives Verdun unprecedented
authority and scope. In many ways, Jankowski writes,
the battle represents a conundrum. It has an almost
unique status among the battles of the Great War; and
yet, he argues, it was not decisive, sparked no political
changes, and was not even the bloodiest episode of the
conflict. It is said that Verdun made France, he writes;
but the question should be, What did France make of
Verdun? Over time, it proved to be the last great victory
of French arms, standing on their own. And, for France
and Germany, the battle would symbolize the terror of
industrialized warfare, "a technocratic Moloch devouring
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its children," where no advance or retreat was possible,
yet national resources poured in ceaselessly,
perpetuating slaughter indefinitely.
Every era had countless legends. Some legends could
penetrate time and become memories of immortality. In
this strange and joyful world of martial cultivation, could a
Martial God whose memories were shattered and whose
soul had been reborn establish his own legend ... A man
should lie drunk on the knees of beauties, waking up to
rule the world! The Ancestor will bring you into a vast
and mysterious fantasy world where blood is like fire,
passion is everywhere, and desire is limitless ...
"Deserves an audience not only among scholars of
military history and international relations but also among
those interested in questions of race, social welfare,
labor, and the relationship between the individual citizen
and the state in the twentieth century." -- Journal of
American History
A sweeping and dramatic history of the last half century
of conflict in the Middle East from an award-winning
journalist who has covered the region for over forty
years, The Great War for Civilisation unflinchingly
chronicles the tragedy of the region from the Algerian
Civil War to the Iranian Revolution; from the American
hostage crisis in Beirut to the Iran-Iraq War; from the
1991 Gulf War to the American invasion of Iraq in 2003.
A book of searing drama as well as lucid, incisive
analysis, The Great War for Civilisation is a work of
major importance for today's world.
A World UndoneThe Story of the Great War,
1914-1918Bantam
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“An invaluable eye-witness account of life at the lower levels
of the German Army during the First World
War.”—HistoryOfWar.org At once harrowing and lighthearted,
Herbert Sulzbach’s exceptional diary has been highly praised
since its original publication in Germany in 1935. With the
reprint of this classic account of trench warfare, it records the
pride and exhilaration of what to him was the fight for a just
cause. It is one of the very few available records of an
ordinary German soldier during the First World War. “One of
the most notable books on the Great War. It is a book which
finely expressed the true soldierly spirit on its highest level;
the combination of a high sense of duty, courage, fairness
and chivalry.”—Sir Basil Liddell Hart “Herbert Sulzbach’s first
person diary focuses on four years of trench warfare and is a
valuable contribution to the overall individual story of the First
World War, more so than many other such accounts perhaps,
as the author was German.”—OCAD Militaria Collectors
Resources “A first-class personal account of Herbert
Sulzbach’s war seen through his diaries. There is much
insight into both his and the German soldier’s attitude to war
and events . . . a very readable narrative and adds to the
library of sources that are invaluable to counter the legions of
postmodern re-evaluations of the German
soldier.”—Battlefield Guide
Acclaimed New York Times journalist and author Chris
Hedges offers a critical -- and fascinating -- lesson in the
dangerous realities of our age: a stark look at the effects of
war on combatants. Utterly lacking in rhetoric or dogma, this
manual relies instead on bare fact, frank description, and a
spare question-and-answer format. Hedges allows U.S.
military documentation of the brutalizing physical and
psychological consequences of combat to speak for itself.
Hedges poses dozens of questions that young soldiers might
ask about combat, and then answers them by quoting from
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medical and psychological studies. • What are my chances of
being wounded or killed if we go to war? • What does it feel
like to get shot? • What do artillery shells do to you? • What
is the most painful way to get wounded? • Will I be afraid? •
What could happen to me in a nuclear attack? • What does it
feel like to kill someone? • Can I withstand torture? • What
are the long-term consequences of combat stress? • What
will happen to my body after I die? This profound and
devastating portrayal of the horrors to which we subject our
armed forces stands as a ringing indictment of the
glorification of war and the concealment of its barbarity.
This paper is a case study in the wartime evolution of tactical
doctrine. Besides providing a summary of German Infantry
tactics of the First World War, this study offers insight into the
crucial role of leadership in facilitating doctrinal change during
battle. It reminds us that success in war demands extensive
and vigorous training calculated to insure that field
commanders understand and apply sound tactical principles
as guidelines for action and not as a substitute for good
judgment. It points out the need for a timely effort in collecting
and evaluating doctrinal lessons from battlefield experience.
--Abstract.
Founded in August 1914 with the principle that recruiting
would be restricted to public school old boys, the volunteers
gathered at Hurst Park racecourse in a spirit of youthful
enthusiasm. A more somber mood soon set in. Despite many
of the original volunteers leaving to take commissions in other
regiments the battalion, now officially the 7th Middlesex,
remained an elite until its disbandment in 1917.The climax of
the Battalions war came on 1 July 1916. Close to the
Hawthorn Redoubt Crater are two cemeteries sited on either
side of the Auchonvilliers Beaumont Hamel road. They
contain row upon row of stones marking the graves of
members of the Public Schools Battalion.The author, shocked
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by this discovery, has spent ten years researching the history
of the Battalion and the events of that fateful day as they
affected it. The result is a fascinating and moving record of a
very uniquely British battalion.
This true contemporary account of an American nurse's
horrific and sometimes bizarre experiences while serving at a
French battlefield hospital near Soissons during World War I
has poignant layers which even the often naive author did not
see. "As our camion drove through the chateau gate we could
see that the grounds were covered with what looked like
sleeping men." That is just her own introduction to the unit,
housed in what was once a country estate, and soon she was
standing hours on end treating friend and enemy alike, facing
harrowing hyperreality with aplomb. Shirley Millard is
throughout a willing reporter of her fascinating perspective on
war, youth, loss, and love -- and always slapdash surgery and
gallows camaraderie, inside a MASH unit before there was
M*A*S*H. And before antibiotics, it is painfully clear. But she
is also an unwitting reporter of so much more. The modern
reader sees truths and wrongs that Shirley fails to experience
herself, some at the time and too many upon rested
reflection. Even some of the pronouns she uses reveal
herself and the understory more than she ever realized. The
book compels attention not only on the level on which she
wrote it, which would be enough to bring crashing home this
forgotten war, but also on levels hidden to her. Either way the
insights pierce through, as when the young French doctor
sums up war: "La gloire, la gloire! Bah! C'est de la merde!" He
is a hero too, but has his own incongruous scenes later, just
in his smoking habits alone. This collection of diary entries
and later flashbacks may be the second greatest personal
account of World War I, behind that by the much more selfaware Erich Remarque (though readers here may find
themselves drawn into the lack of awareness as much as the
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account itself). Yet this book seems to have been lost in time
and the crush of later events. As Time reviewed it in 1936,
"Spare, simply written diary of a young, red-haired U.S.
volunteer nurse in French hospitals near the front lines of
1918, in which romantic interludes heighten rather than ease
a grisly atmosphere." It is that, but there is a lot more to it.
And much of the writing is deeper than that, and certainly
crisp and evocative in prose, even if some of the depth is
more for the reader than the author. Includes penetrating new
Foreword by law professor Elizabeth Townsend Gard, who
studied the genre as part of her Ph.D. research in History at
UCLA. The original book, and its incongruities and twists
revealed by Townsend Gard, will stick with you. Previously
only available as a rare book, now returned to its place in
poignant history. This book, though listed as "trade" or could
be read by college adults, will have as its principal audience
the general reader and young adults. It would be an excellent,
fairly brief book to assign to classes in High School and
possibly Middle School. Although some of its scenes are stark
and upsetting, and one would be cautioned to have YAs read
it much as would be true of the candor of All Quiet on the
Western Front, it has no other aspects which would make it
inappropriate for minors and allows excellent discussions of
war, class, race, nationalism, medicine, unsung women in
war, foreshadowing and subtext, and many other themes that
the author herself did not mean to raise. In other words, since
the writer speaks on one level, and does not realize the other
levels she touches, it would help to develop readers' critical
skills to share their opinions about what she is missing in her
own text. And in the process there will be no concern that the
book would be inappropriate for YAs except that some of the
medical and casualty moments are, of course, brutal. Also
available in ebook and digital formats.
The course of events of the Great War has been told many
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times, spurred by an endless desire to understand 'the war to
end all wars'. However, this book moves beyond military
narrative to offer a much fuller analysis of of the conflict's
strategic, political, economic, social and cultural impact.
Starting with the context and origins of the war, including
assasination, misunderstanding and differing national war
aims, it then covers the treacherous course of the conflict and
its social consequences for both soldiers and civilians, for
science and technology, for national politics and for panEuropean revolution. The war left a long-term legacy for
victors and vanquished alike. It created new frontiers,
changed the balance of power and influenced the arts,
national memory and political thought. The reach of this
acount is global, showing how a conflict among European
powers came to involve their colonial empires, and embraced
Japan, China, the Ottoman Empire, Latin America and the
United States.
Grays (Thurrock) in the Great War tells the story of Grays and
the wider Thurrock area from the outbreak of the Great War
until the peace of 1918. The Docks at nearby Tilbury were the
source of much employment in the area for both fathers and
sons alike. They also played their part in the war, but not as a
hub of military deployments. In May 1915 the German spy
Augusto Alfredo Roggen, a Uruguayan born in Montevideo,
arrived at Tilbury on board the SS Batavia, which had sailed
from Rotterdam in Holland. On his arrival in England he made
his way to Scotland to carry out his spying activities at the
Loch Long torpedo range. He was captured, found guilty and
executed by firing squad at the Tower of London on 17
November 1915. In July 1915 the German Naval officer and
pilot, Gunther PlŸschow, made good his escape from
Donington Hall POW camp in Leicestershire and made his
way safely back to Germany by hiding himself on board one
of the many ships that sailed from Tilbury. He became the
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only German POW to escape from Britain and make it back to
Germany during the First World War. The Kynochs munitions
factory was situated near Fobbing on the site of what had
previously been Borleys Farm. The site, which made shell
cases, detonators, cordite and acetone for the British war
effort, was so vast that it included its own housing estate for
its workers, a hospital and a railway line. It became so big
that it actually became known as Kynochtown and was a
major source of employment in the area, particularly for
women. There were Prisoner of War camps at Horndon
House Farm, Puddledock Farm and Woodhams Quarry in
West Thurrock which housed over 150 German prisoners.
The Thurrock area also played an important part of protecting
London from seaborne invasion up the River Thames with the
help of Tilbury Fort and Coalhouse Fort at East Tilbury.
[This book] examines the Western tradition - those unique
patterns of thought and systems of values that constitute the
Western heritage. While focusing on key ideas and broad
themes, the text also provides a balanced treatment of
economic, political, and social history for students in Western
civilization courses. The text is written with the conviction that
history is not a meaningless tale. Without a knowledge of
history, men and women cannot fully know themselves, for all
human beings have been shaped by institutions and values
inherited from the past. -Pref.
From the end of the Baroque age and the death of Bach in
1750 to the rise of Hitler in 1933, Germany was transformed
from a poor relation among western nations into a dominant
intellectual and cultural force more influential than France,
Britain, Italy, Holland, and the United States. In the early
decades of the 20th century, German artists, writers,
philosophers, scientists, and engineers were leading their
freshly-unified country to new and undreamed of heights, and
by 1933, they had won more Nobel prizes than anyone else
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and more than the British and Americans combined. But this
genius was cut down in its prime with the rise and subsequent
fall of Adolf Hitler and his fascist Third Reich-a legacy of evil
that has overshadowed the nation's contributions ever since.
Yet how did the Germans achieve their pre-eminence
beginning in the mid-18th century? In this fascinating cultural
history, Peter Watson goes back through time to explore the
origins of the German genius, how it flourished and shaped
our lives, and, most importantly, to reveal how it continues to
shape our world. As he convincingly demonstarates, while we
may hold other European cultures in higher esteem, it was
German thinking-from Bach to Nietzsche to Freud-that
actually shaped modern America and Britain in ways that
resonate today.
World War I was the first large-scale industrialized military
conflict, and it led to the concept of total war. The essays in
this volume analyze the experience of the war in light of this
concept's implications, in particular the erosion of distinctions
between the military and civilian spheres.
Historian Jacques Pauwels applies a critical, revisionist lens
to the First World War, offering readers a fresh interpretation
that challenges mainstream thinking. As Pauwels sees it, war
offered benefits to everyone, across class and national
borders. For European statesmen, a large-scale war could
give their countries new colonial territories, important to
growing capitalist economies. For the wealthy and ruling
classes, war served as an antidote to social revolution,
encouraging workers to exchange socialism's focus on
international solidarity for nationalism's intense militarism.
And for the working classes themselves, war provided an
outlet for years of systemic militarization -- quite simply, they
were hardwired to pick up arms, and to do so eagerly. To
Pauwels, the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand in
June 1914 -- traditionally upheld by historians as the spark
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that lit the powder keg -- was not a sufficient cause for war
but rather a pretext seized upon by European powers to
unleash the kind of war they had desired. But what Europe's
elite did not expect or predict was some of the war's
outcomes: social revolution and Communist Party rule in
Russia, plus a wave of political and social democratic reforms
in Western Europe that would have far-reaching
consequences. Reflecting his broad research in the
voluminous recent literature about the First World War by
historians in the leading countries involved in the conflict,
Jacques Pauwels has produced an account that challenges
readers to rethink their understanding of this key event of
twentieth century world history.
When war broke out in Europe in 1914, it surprised a
European population enjoying the most beautiful summer in
memory. For nearly a century since, historians have debated
the causes of the war. Some have cited the assassination of
Archduke Franz Ferdinand; others have concluded it was
unavoidable. In Europe’s Last Summer, David Fromkin
provides a different answer: hostilities were commenced
deliberately. In a riveting re-creation of the run-up to war,
Fromkin shows how German generals, seeing war as
inevitable, manipulated events to precipitate a conflict waged
on their own terms. Moving deftly between diplomats,
generals, and rulers across Europe, he makes the complex
diplomatic negotiations accessible and immediate. Examining
the actions of individuals amid larger historical forces, this is a
gripping historical narrative and a dramatic reassessment of a
key moment in the twentieth-century.
A landmark study which reconsiders in fresh and illuminating
ways the classic themes of the nation's history since the
sixteenth century, as well as a number of new topics which
are only now receiving detailed attention. Places the Scottish
experience firmly in an international historical experience.
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Pioneering study of the transition from war to peace
and the birth of humanitarian rights after the Great
War.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers
the breadth of the chronological history of the United
States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and
students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of most courses.
The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American
experience, with particular attention paid to
considering issues of race, class and gender. The
text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have
shaped the United States from both the top down
(politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up
(eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
Passchendaele In Perspective explores the context
and real nature of the participants’ experience,
evaluates British and German High Command, the
aerial and maritime dimensions of the battle, the
politicians and manpower debates on the home front
and it looks at the tactics employed, the weapons
and equipment used, the experience of the British;
German and indeed French soldiers. It looks
thoroughly into the Commonwealth soldiers’
contribution and makes an unparalleled attempt to
examine together in one volume ‘specialist’ facets of
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the battle, the weather, field survey and cartography,
discipline and morale, and the cultural and social
legacy of the battle, in art, literature and
commemoration. Each one of its thirty chapters
presents a thought-provoking angle on the subject.
They add up to an unique analysis of the battle from
Commonwealth, American, German, French, Belgian
and United Kingdom historians. This book will
undoubtedly become a valued work of reference for
all those with an interest in World War One.
Vanda Wilcox’s edited volume Italy in the Era of the
Great War analyses the political, military, social,
economic and cultural history of war in Italy between
1911 and 1922.
With the dao heart in this place, gods and devils are
irresistible, roiling through the nine heavens, slaying
demons and roaming the world, in the boundless
universe, only I am undefeatable! You have a
supreme bloodline? I have a soul that can suppress
the entire world! You have millions of secret
techniques? I have a transcendent divine body, so
I'm fickle! You have the Endless Healing Elixir? I will
rebirth limitlessly, the more I fall, the braver I
become, the stronger my injuries will become! In the
Heaven and Earth Spiritual Realm, gods and devils
were in turmoil, and there were tens of thousands of
races. With the dao heart in this place, gods and
devils are irresistible, roiling through the nine
heavens, slaying demons and roaming the world, in
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the boundless universe, only I am undefeatable!
This book is a collection of essays arising out of the
OCyZealandiaOCOs Great WarOCO conference
organised by the New Zealand Military History
Committee in November 2003. In 32 essays by
distinguished military historians from New Zealand
and around the world, various aspects of New
ZealandOCOs involvement in World War One are
discussed. Subjects include the Pioneer Maori
Battalion, women who opposed the war, the early
years of the RSA, Gallipoli, the infantry on the
Somme, New ZealandOCOs involvement in the
naval war, prostitution and the New Zealand soldier,
the Home Defence, religion in the First World War,
and the Armistice. New ZealandOCOs Great War is
a fascinating miscellany of informed comment on
and insight into the event that did most to shape
New Zealand as a nation. Contributors include New
ZealandOCOs own Chris Pugsley, Glyn Harper,
Terry Kinloch, Monty Soutar, Megan Hutching,
Vincent Orange and Bronwyn Dalley, as well as
Peter Dennis, Jeffrey Grey, Jennifer Keene, Jenny
McLeod, Pierre Purseigle, Peter Stanley and Gary
Sheffield from overseas."
A critically acclaimed historian describes the first
World War in terms of its lasting impact on politics,
diplomacy and economics as well as art and
literature across the 20th century and not just as a
precursor to World War II. 20,000 first printing.
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For Japan, as one of the victorious allies, World War
I meant territorial gains in China and the Pacific. At
the end of the war, however, Japan discovered that
in modeling itself on imperial Germany since the
nineteenth century, it had perhaps been imitating the
wrong national example. Japanese policy debates
during World War I, particularly the clash between
proponents of greater democratization and those
who argued for military expansion, thus became part
of the ongoing discussion of national identity among
Japanese elites. This study links two sets of
concerns--the focus of recent studies of the nation
on language, culture, education, and race; and the
emphasis of diplomatic history on international
developments--to show how political, diplomatic, and
cultural concerns work together to shape national
identity.
There is no single volume that shines a light on
Asia's collective involvement in the First World War,
and the impact that war had on its societies.
Moreover, no volume in any language explores the
experiences Asian countries shared as they became
embroiled, with divergent results, in the war and its
repercussions. Asia and the Great War moves
beyond the national or even international level by
presenting a 'shared' history from non-national and
transnational perspectives. Asian involvements
make the Great War not only a true 'world' war but
also a 'great' war. The war generated forces that
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would transform Asia both internally and externally.
Asian involvement in the First World War is a unique
chapter in both Asian and world history, with Asian
participation transforming the meaning and
implications of the broader conflict. Asia and the
Great War also takes steps to recover memories of
the war and re-evaluate the war in its Asian contexts.
Asia's part in the war and the part the war played in
the collective development of Asia represent the first
steps of the long journey to full national
independence and international recognition. This
volume aims to bring the Great War more fully into
Asian history and the people of Asia into the
international history of the war, in the hope that the
shared history could lay the groundwork for a shared
future.
On his seventeenth birthday, New South Wales farm
boy, Callan McAlister joins the Australian Imperial
Force (AIF) and is swept away to war. His first taste
of blood comes from an unexpected enemy in the
Sinai Desert, before being shipped to Gallipoli.
Callan receives a shock while convalescing in
peaceful, idyllic Ireland during the Easter of 1916.
But the Western Front awaits — all before his
nineteenth birthday. Callan falls in love with a lovely
English beauty, Ivy Brown, but their path to
happiness is neither easy nor pre-ordained. A lowly
Australian private soldier is viewed with doubt and
disapproval by Ivy’s aristocratic family — not to
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mention Callan’s chances of surviving the brutality
of the Great War. An offer to join the fledgling Royal
Flying Corps (RFC) may be Callan’s chance to
escape the endless mud-filled trenches, infested with
rats, lice, trench fever and foot-rot, and tormented by
German machine-gunners and artillery
bombardments. But, with minimal training, an RFC
pilot’s life expectancy is tenuous at best. Ivy also
experiences her baptism of fire as an ambulance
driver for the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry (FANY).
Callan and Ivy’s struggle reaches its startling climax
in an air race to the far reaches of the British Empire
where law and justice are the domain of the most
powerful and those ruthless enough to go to any
lengths to achieve their desires. If you read only one
book set against WWI during its centenary
anniversary, make it McAlister and the Great War.
This novel, ranging across a truly global canvas,
explores many fascinating and thrilling historical
incidents that occurred during the tragic conflict.
Transatlantic Relations and the Great War explores
the relations between the Danube Monarchy of
Austria-Hungary and the modern US democracy and
how that relationship developed over decades until it
ended in a final rupture. As the First World War drew
to a close in late 1918, the Mid-European Union was
created to fill the vacuum in Central and Eastern
Europe as the old Danube Monarchy of AustriaHungary was falling apart. One year before, in
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December 1917, the United States had declared war
on Austria-Hungary and, overnight, huge masses of
immigrants from the Habsburg Empire became
enemy aliens in the US. Offering a major deviation
from traditional historiography, this book explains
how the countdown of mostly diplomatic events in
that fatal year 1918 could have taken an alternative
course. In addition to providing a narrative account
of Austrian-Hungarian relations with the US in the
years leading up to the First World War, the author
also demonstrates how an almost total ignorance of
the affairs of the Dual Monarchy was to be found in
the US and vice versa. This book is a fascinating
and important resource for students and scholars
interested in modern European and US history,
diplomatic relations, and war studies.
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